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Visiting Professors and Visiting Researchers

The International Relations Area will provide Visiting Professors and Visiting Researchers with comprehensive advice and practical support regarding their arrival at the University and their stay in Perugia.
How to reach Perugia

• by air

The Umbria International Airport - San Francesco d’Assisi is located just outside the small town of Sant’Egidio. To see the location of the Airport on a map, please click on the following link: https://goo.gl/maps/UD2SnkMhCHL2

Perugia can also be reached by landing at the Fiumicino Airport, which is around 200 km away.
How to reach Perugia:

• **by train**
  Direct train service is available to Perugia from Rome, Florence and Milan. For timetables and fare information consult http://www.trenitalia.com

• **by bus**
  From the Fiumicino Airport and the Tiburtina Station we suggest taking a direct bus to Perugia, operated by the company “SULGA”.

• **by car**
  Autostrada A1 (Firenze-Roma)
  Autostrada A14 "Adriatica" (Bologna-Taranto)
  Superstrada E 45 Cesena - Orte
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How to find an accommodation:

- accommodation in a Hall of Residence
- private accommodation https://affitto.case.perugia.it/
- short term accommodation
  http://www.perugiaonline.com/ostepgus.html
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VISA

Visiting Professors coming from Non-European countries must obtain a Visa before coming to Italy. For more information, please visit: http://vistoperitalia.esteri.it/home/en
HEALTH CARE
When in Italy Visiting Professors and Visiting Researchers must have a health care insurance that covers them in case of sickness or accident.

Health care options are:

a) Registration at the Italian Health System - Servizio Sanitario Nazionale (SSN);

b) European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) - TEAM card